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This document includes a list of terms and keyboard shortcuts, along with various elements that provide useful information for 

working with the Mail Merge feature. 

Note: All of the functionality discussed in this document is supported in version 5.3.1 and higher. 

 

Introduction 

This document includes a list of terms and keyboard shortcuts along with various elements that provide useful 

information for working with the Mail Merge feature.  

Terminology 

Term Description 

Report Template The document created using Microsoft Word that contains the merge fields. 

Merge Field/Code The fields that contain the code used to design the Report Template. 

Mail Merge Template The location in the Platform where the Report Template resides and is referenced upon export. 

Source The application or record from which the export is initiated. 
 

Keyboard Shortcuts 

The following is a list of the keyboard shortcuts for using Mail Merge in Microsoft Word. 

Shortcut Keys Description 

F9 Updates the field (comparable to right-clicking and selecting Update Field) by committing changes 
to both sides of the merge field. Making a change to either does not affect the other. 

Ctrl+F9 Creates a merge field. 

To enclose the data field in chevrons (<< >>) using this method, select the field, and press F9. 

Alternate way to create a merge field in Word 2010: 

1. On the Ribbon, click Insert > Quick Parts > Field. 

2. From the Field names list on the left, locate and select MergeField. 

3. In Field name on the right, enter the Alias field from the Platform. 

4. Click OK. 

Alt+F9 Toggles merge code for entire document. 
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Shortcut Keys Description 

Shift+F9 Toggles merge code for selected fields. 

Shift+Ctrl+F9 Strips merge code from selected fields. 
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Supported Field Types 

The following fields in the Platform are supported and can be used in the Mail Merge export. 

 Attachment 

 Cross-Reference 

 Date 

 External Links 

 Image 

 IP Address 

 First Published Date 

 Last Updated Date 

 Matrix 

 Numeric 

 Record Permissions 

 Record Status 

 Related Records 

 Sub-Form 

 Text/Text Area 

 Tracking ID 

 Users/Groups Lists 

 Values Lists 

 Voting 
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Field Configuration Matrix 

Field Type Supported Display 
Control 

Parameter 
Required 

Supported 
Parameter 

Special 
Parameters 

Attachments List, Table Yes Name 
Description 
Length 
SystemDate 
Downloads 
Data 

Bullets  
Numbers 

Cross-Reference List, Table Yes [Field_Name] Bullets  
Numbers 

Date None No None Format (\@) 

External Links List, Table Yes Name 
URL 

Format 

Image List, Table Yes Id 
Name 
Description 
Length 
SystemDate 
 

Bullets  
Numbers 

IP Address None No None None 

First Published Date None Yes Date 
UserName 
DisplayName 

None 

Last Updated Date None Yes Date 
UserName 
DisplayName 

None 

Matrix List Yes Row 
Column 

Bullets  
Numbers 

Numeric None No None Format (\#) 

Record Permissions List, Table Yes Id 
DisplayName 
Type 

Bullets  
Numbers 

Record Status None No None None 

Related Records List, Table Yes [Field_Name] Bullets  
Numbers 

Sub-Form List, Table Yes [Field_Name] Bullets  
Numbers 

Text/Text Area None No maxLength Format 

Tracking ID None No None None 
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Field Type Supported Display 
Control 

Parameter 
Required 

Supported 
Parameter 

Special 
Parameters 

Users/Groups Lists List, Table Yes Id 
DisplayName 
Type 

Bullets  
Numbers 

Values Lists List, Table  Value Bullets  
Numbers 
Format 

Voting None None None None 
 

Parameters 

Some fields in the Platform require the use of a parameter to return data. The Field Configuration Matrix table 

provides information on which fields require those parameters. To use a parameter, insert a dot operator 

immediately following the field alias in the MergeField. 

 Example 1: { MERGEFIELD  List:Attachment.Name } Produces a list of attachments that appear in the record, 

listed by Name. 

 Example 2: { MERGEFIELD  List:ValuesList.Value } Produces a list of values selected in a values list field. 

 Example 3: { MERGEFIELD  First_Published.Date } Produces the date that appears in the First Published 

field, including time information (regardless whether it is enabled or not). 
 

Note: To prevent additional spacing in the exported document when list-based fields contain only one value, omit the “List” 

Display Control. 
 

Switches and Formatting 

Sometimes data needs to be modified. Switches in mail merge report templates provide the ability to make a 

number of changes to present the data in a different manner. 

Switch Description 

\@ Use to denote a Date format. The switch follows the field alias and the format is enclosed in quotes. 

Example 1: \@ “MMMM d, yyyy” produces a date such as March 7, 2013. 

Example 2: \@ “MM’/’dd’/’yy” produces the date such as 03/07/13. 

\# Use to denote a Numeric format. The switch follows the field alias and the format is enclosed in quotes. 

Example 1: \# “000’-‘00’-‘0000” serves as a mask for a Social Security Number. 

Example 2: \# “#,##0” produces a number with the thousandth place denoted by a comma such as “1,234”. A 
single digit is displayed as 9. 

Example 3: \# “$,#.00;($,#.00)” produces a dollar amount such as $4.25. Any amount under a dollar is 
displayed as a decimal, for example 25 cents is represented as $ .25. The portion after the semicolon 
indicates how negative amounts are represented. 

\* Use to additionally format data in the mail merge export.  

For a more comprehensive list, go to http://www.gmayor.com/formatting_word_fields.htm and scroll to the 
bottom of the page. 

http://www.gmayor.com/formatting_word_fields.htm
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Switch Description 

 \* Upper Presents the results in all uppercase letters. 

 \* Lower Presents the results in all lowercase letters. 

 \* Charformat Presents the results with the formatting applied to the letter in the field. 

 \* MERGEFORMAT Presents the results in the manner it was formatted previously. For the purpose of 
the Platform, it is not necessary. However, creating a MergeField using the menu 
selection option automatically injects this switch by default. 

 

Special Parameters 

Parameter  

!list Use to produce the results of a list-based field in an unordered or ordered list, with either numbers or bullets. 

Example 1: \!list Bullet produces an unordered list with bullets. 

Example 2: \!list Numbered produces an ordered list with numbers. 

!format Use to produce various results, such as: 

 Maintaining the HTML code in a Text Area field. 

 Creating a list of hierarchical values from a Values List in a format that can be read and imported. 

 Creating a hyperlink for External Link fields. 

Example 1: Text Area: \!format “html:[Field_Alias]” 

Example 2: Hierarchical Values List: \!format “replace:’:’,’: ‘” 

Example 3: External Link: \!format “link:[Field_Alias].url” 
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Special Mail Merge Features 

Expanded Support for Retrieving Related Records: Mail Merge now supports exporting related records up to 

six levels away from the source. Previously, only records directly related to the source record could be included in 

the export. 

 This functionality is supported through the nested tables in the mail merge report template. 

 Any supported field type can be retrieved when stepping through the different levels. 

 Any data beyond six levels away is ignored. 

Background Printing: At the time of export, users now have the option to perform a mail merge export inline or 

to place it into the job queue. If placed into the job queue, a notification is sent to the user who initiated the export 

after the export is finished.  

 Only the initiating user has the ability to access the file download page using the deep link from the 

notification. 

 This option is only available to users who have an email address associated with their user account in Access 

Control. Users without an email address are not prompted and the export begins. 

Inline Attachments: Word documents in attachment fields can now be included inline in the mail merge export. 

 The attachment always starts on the next page of the export. If multiple Word documents are contained with a 

single attachment field, a blank page is inserted between each attachment. 

 Mail Merge is configured to allow the format of the attachment to be maintained in the export and revert back 

to the template style at the end of the inline attachment.  

Field Alias in System Reports: The Alias names for fields are now included in the system reports: Application 

Detail and Application Field Detail. In previous versions, the Alias name could only be retrieved by drilling into 

each individual field through the user interface. 

Enhanced Error Logging for Mail Merge: Enhanced error collection has been added to the Platform for mail 

merge. These messages appear in the Platform log files and are helpful when troubleshooting. 

Mail Merge Template Support: The following file types can now be uploaded and used as mail merge templates; 

DOC, DOCX, DOT, DOTX. 

Mail Merge Output: The output type can now be altered to allow export to the following formats: DOC, DOCX, 

PDF. 

Helpful Tips 

Case is very important when making alias references. If the alias does not match exactly, data is not returned. 

Spacing is extremely important. Always leave at least one space between switches, parameters, or the alias. 

Failure to do so will result in an error or no data retrieved.  

Date fields always produce the date and time by default, even when the date field is not configured to include the 

time. Use date formatting to limit what is displayed in the mail merge export. 
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Examples 

Attachment: Produce an inline attachment  

{ mergefield List:Attachment_Alias.Data } 

Cross-Reference/Related Records: Display fields from multiple references within related applications  

{ mergefield TableStart:Control_Standards }{ mergefield Standard_ID } 

{ mergefield Standard_Name } 

{ mergefield TableStart:Authoritative_Sources }{ mergefield Source_Name } 

{ mergefield Source_Description }{ mergefield TableEnd:Authoritative_Sources }{ mergefield 

TableEnd:Control_Standards } 

Cross-Reference (Levels): Display fields from multiple references within a leveled application 

{ mergefield TableStart:Policy }{ mergefield Policy_Name } 

{ mergefield TableStart:Area_References }{ mergefield Area_Name } 

{ mergefield TableStart:Section_References }{ mergefield Section_Name }{ mergefield TableEnd:Section }{ 

mergefield TableEnd:Area }{ mergefield TableEnd:Policy } 

Date: Formatting a date using a switch 

{ mergefield Date_Alias \@ “yyyyMMdd” } 

External Links: Display the URL from an external links field 

{ mergefield List:External_Link_Alias.URL } 

Image: Display the ID for an image in an image field 

{ mergefield List:Image_Alias.Id } 

IP Address: Display an IP Address from an IP Address Field 

{ mergefield IP_Address_Alias } 

First Published/Last Updated: Display the name of the user who last updated a record 

{ mergefield Last_Updated_Alias.DisplayName } 

Matrix: Display the row values from a matrix field with bullets 

{ mergefield List:Matrix_Alias_Neo.Row \!list Bullet } 

Numeric: Display the contents of a numeric field using the format switch to display as a dollar amount 

{ mergefield Numeric_Alias \# “$,#.00,($,#.00)” } 

Sub-Form: Display fields from sub-form records 

{ mergefield TableStart:SubForm_Alias } 

{ mergefield Date } 

{ mergefield Text } 

{ mergefield Numeric }{ mergefield TableEnd:SubForm_Alias } 

Record Permissions/Users-Groups Lists: Display the names of the users/groups in a record permissions field 

{ mergefield List:Record_Permissions_Alias \!list Numbered } 

Text: Display the contents of a text area field rendered with HTML 

{ mergefield Text_Area_Alias \!format “html:Text_Area_Alias” }  

Tracking ID: Display the Tracking ID for a record 

{ mergefield Tracking_ID } 
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Values List: Display the values selected in a values list field with bullets 

{ mergefield List:Values_List_Alias.Value \!list Bullet } 

IF Statements: Conditional statements can be used to determine what data should be displayed 

Simple IF Statement 

{ IF { mergefield Numeric_Alias } > 0 “True” “False” } 

Set Variables Used in an IF Statement 

{ SET A “{ mergefield Numeric_1_Alias }” } 

{ SET B “{ mergefield Numeric_2_Alias }” } 

{ IF { A } < 10 “{ B }” “0“ } 
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Support and Service 

Customer Support 
Information 

www.emc.com/support/rsa/index.htm 

Customer Support E-
mail 

archersupport@rsa.com 

RSA Archer 
Community 

https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ecosystem/rsa_archer 

RSA Archer 
Exchange 

https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ecosystem/rsa_archer_exchange 

RSA Solution Gallery https://gallery.emc.com/community/marketplace/ 

RSA SecurCare 
Online 

https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/cleartrust/ct_logon.asp?CTAuthMode=BASIC&language=en&C
T_ORIG_URL=https%3A%2F%2Fknowledge.rsasecurity.com%3A443%2F&ct_orig_uri=%2F 

 

The Community enables collaboration among GRC clients, partners, and product experts. Members actively 

share ideas, vote for product enhancements, and discuss trends that help guide RSA Archer product roadmap. 

The Exchange is an online marketplace dedicated to supporting eGRC initiatives. The Exchange brings together 

on-demand applications along with service, content, and integration providers to fuel the success of RSA Archer 

clients. 

The RSA Solution Gallery provides information about third-party hardware and software products that have been 

certified to work with RSA products. The gallery includes Secured by RSA Implementation Guides with step-by-

step instructions and other information about interoperation of RSA products with these third-party products. 

The RSA SecurCare Online provides unlimited access to a wealth of resources on the Web, 24 hours a day. The 

secure system provides Members access to a support knowledgebase, to download current platform patches and 

bug fixes, to sign up for notifications, to manage your support cases and more. 
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